Does nephrometry scoring of renal tumors predict outcomes in patients selected for robot-assisted partial nephrectomy?
Robot-assisted partial nephrectomy has emerged as a viable surgical treatment for patients with certain renal tumors. We hypothesized that extirpation of more complex tumors, as graded with the nephrometry score, would result in worse operative and postoperative outcomes when compared with tumors with lower nephrometry scores. We report whether nephrometry-graded tumor complexity impacted operative or postoperative outcomes. A single experienced surgeon at our tertiary-care institution performed more than 100 robot-assisted partial nephrectomies. Istitutional Review Board-approved data collection was available for 95 patients, and nephrometry scores were available for 92 patients. Cases were divided into tertiles, based on their nephrometry score of low, medium, or high. We compared preoperative, operative, and postoperative data to evaluate any differences between the three tertiles. Statistical analysis was performed using JMP 8 software. There were 66, 22, and 4 patients in the low, medium, and high nephrometry score tertiles, respectively. There were no statistically significant differences between the tertiles regarding warm ischemia time, estimated blood loss, operative time, length of stay, change in glomerular filtration rate, Clavien-graded complication rates, or any other metric. Mean follow-up for each tertile was also similar. We have routinely been using the nephrometry scoring system to anatomically describe renal masses before robot-assisted partial nephrectomy. Our findings demonstrate that nephrometry-graded tumor complexity was not related to any differences in outcomes for patients with renal tumors who were selected at our institution to undergo robot-assisted partial nephrectomy. The nephrometry system remains a reproducible standardized classification of renal tumor anatomy, but it remains to be seen if this can be used to predict surgical outcomes.